
Agile standing hoist with comfortable standing 
curve and touch&move driving support

Safe and comfortable for both patient and caregiver

SMOVE

active hoist

SMOVE touch&move 3.1

Lifting arms

Clip attachment

Loop attachment

The touch&move driving support makes working 

with the hoist easier and physically less demanding 

for the caregiver. A gentle push against the push 

handle is enough to activate the additional wheel 

under the hoist. This makes it easier to set the 

hoist in motion and to manoeuvre in small spaces. 

touch&move is a smart solution for tackling physical 

strain, reducing the risk of physical complaints. 

The width of the electrically spreadable legs is 

easy to adjust in a silent way. The detachable hand 

control allows the lifting arm to be operated at a 

pleasant and comfortable lifting speed even from a 

position next to the client. The SMOVE has a lifting 

arm suitable for clip attachment as standard. When 

slings with loops are being used, the SMOVE can be 

fi tted with a lifting arm for loop attachment.

The SMOVE is an active hoist, providing the patient with comfortable support to get them from 

a seated to an upright position. Encouraging their own capabilities and the standing function 

are important aspects. The SMOVE features fl exible knee pads and an extended footboard. The 

standing position facilitates care that is needed, for example, when the patient has to go to the 

toilet or whose incontinence material requires changing. 

A B C D E MAXIMUM LIFTING WEIGHT   200 kg



Specifi cations
Highest position lifting arm 158 cm

Lowest position lifting arm 90 cm

Height of the legs 11.5 cm

Space under the legs 6 cm

Reach lifting arm at lowest position 31 cm

Reach lifting arm at highest position (-)23* cm

Length lifting arm 59 cm

Full length 110 cm

Height push handle & min. total height 120 cm

Maximum total height 158 cm

Maximum width 105 cm

Internal width at maximum spread 90 cm

Minimum width 64 cm

Internal width at minimum spread 54 cm

Maximum turning radius 143.5 cm

Total weight 80 kg

Duration of complete lifting movement 15 sec

Maximum lifting weight 200 kg

*  Reach falls behind the knee pads.

SMOVE

active hoist

www.joyincare.com

Intuitive touch&move driving support

 Push handle with sensors

Flexible knee pads

Lifting arm with 
comfortable lifting speed

 Control panel with 
‘proper usage’ 

indication

Extended footboard, 
low down

Detachable hand control 

Closed double swivel castors

Low and silent 
electrically 

adjustable legs

 Powerful and 
long-lasting batteries


